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AIMS: READ TWO TEXTS AND FIND SPECIFIC INFORMATION. READ A TEXT AND GIVE 

OPINIONS. INVESTIGATE IMPORTANT ISSUES IN THE WORLD. USE PRESENT PERFECT 

PROGRESSIVE.  

I.- READ THE TEXT AND ANSWER TRUE OR FALSE. (2 Points each answer) 

Global challenges. 
Today we are going to talk about global challenges. Global challenges are negative. We 
call them “global” because they affect the whole world. Some examples of global issues 
are war, global warming, starvation and lack of education. Often if there is a war, many 
people become refugees. Global warming is melting the polar-ice, some animals like the 
polar bear might become extinct. Starvation is a big problem, and many people have to 
go to bed hungry everyday, because they do not have something to eat. In some 
countries girls do not get to go to school. Children without an education usually end up 
poor . Many of the global challenges are unfair and we need to work together to fix 
them. 

 

1.- …………………………Global challenges are important and positive around the world. 

2.-……………………………Global warming means “calentamiento global” 

3.-……………………………..Global warming started in 1999. 

4.-………………………………Global  means a problem affects the whole world. 

5.-……………………………Global warming is melting the polar-ice. 

6.-……………………………Some animals can become extinc. 

7.-……………………………Starvation is a big problema nowadays. 

8.- …………………………..Many children don’t get a good education. 

9.-…………………………People don’t have a good job and they are not happy. 

10…………………………Many global challenges are unfair. 



 
 

 

II.- READ THE TEXT AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. (2 Points each answer) 

GLOBAL SOCIAL PROBLEMS. 
1.- HOMELESSNESS. 
 Homelessness  is the condition of people without a permanent dwelling. 
Homeless people are often unable to get and keep regular, safe, secure and 
good housing. The legal definition of homeless varies from country to 
country. The term homeless may also include people sleep in a homeless 
shelter, a motel, a vehicle, cardboard boxes or a tent city. 
According to the UK homelessness charity crisis , a home is not just a 
physical space. It also provides roots, identity, security,and a  sense of 
belonging and a place of emotional wellbeing. 
 
2.-Domestic Violence 
This is a pattern of harmful behavior by one person against another within 
the family  setting. Domestic abuse occurs across society, regardless of age, 
gender, race,wealth,and geography. This can take a number of forms, 
including physical, verbal emotional and economic. The figures show that it 
consist mainly of violence  by men against women. In 2012 an indian study 
found that 92 percent of women reported having experienced some form 
of violence in public spaces in their lifetime. 
Globally, 1 in 3 women experience physical,verbal or emotional violence by 
close relatives. 

1.- What does homelessness mean?........................................................................... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……….. 

2.- where do people live when he is a homeless? 

       ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3.- what is a homeless shelter? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.- what does a home provide you? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5.- why do you think people become violent? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



 
 

6.- what kind of violence do you know?.................................................................................. 

 

III.-  READ THE TEXT AND GIVE YOUR  OPINIONS. (2 Points each answer) 

A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE 
 
The Thomson family has been trying to eat healthy meals for a very long time, 
but found it difficult to keep it up. Mr. And Mrs. Thomson work long hours at the 
hospital, and feel exhausted when they arrive home. they also have three young 
children who needed a lot of care. David is eight years old, their daughter Ann is six and 
the baby is one. It is difficult for the family to cook healthy meals every days. For 
months Mrs. Thomson has been ordering  food  during the week , which is delivered 
after they arrive from work. This is a bad routine, and the Thomson´s  know this fact 
very well and have started to worry that their children will get so used to eat fast food, 
it will be difficult for them to change this habit.  For the past two weeks, they have been 
eating healthy homemade meals and feel very excited about it. 
 

 

1.- What do you think about healthy food? 

2.- do you eat healthy food? 

3.- how often do you eat fast food? 

4.- are you a healthy person? 

5.- do you talk with your family about a  healthy lifestyle? 

6.- why  is food so important for our life? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

. 

iv.- FIND IN INTERNET OR ASK YOUR RELATIVES AND WRITE A LIST OF 6  GLOBAL ISSUES 

IN THE WORLD.(1 point each name) 

issue: an important topic or problem for debate or discussion. 



 
 

1…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

V.- WRITE 6 IMPORTANT WAYS TO PROTECT OUR PLANET, (give a reason)                                                  

2 points each idea) 

Examples: I think we can recycle clothes because it’s important save money. 

                    We must save water as it is running low. 

1.-……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

VI.- COMPLETE THE ACTIVITIES ADDING A VERB ENDING IN ING. (1 point each sentence). 

1.- we have been speaking with Peter for 2 hours.(speak) 

2.- Peter has been dancing salsa with Sarah.(dance) 

3.- Paul has been……………………………………..…………………………………………………(work) 

4.-Sarah has been………………………………………………………………………………………(cook) 

5.- We have been………………………………………………………………………………………(swim) 

6.- they have been……………………………………………….  …………………………………(run) 

7.- my relatives have been………………………………………………………………………(watch) 

8.- George has been………………………………………………………………………………(play) 

9.- I have been…………………………………………………………………………………………(listen) 

10.- You have been…………………………………………………………………………………(walk) 

You should write a full sentence! 

 

 



 
 

 


